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1. Background

3. Results—Probability of PosiEve CorrelaEon

Speech and bodily/manual gesture are coordinated for many purposes:
• Speech planning/lexical access
• SemanOc/pragmaOc goals
• Prosodic goals
• Inter- and intra-personal entrainment

Probability of posiOve correlaOon (PrPosCorr) between speech RMS and
right hand velocity by prosodic region, communicaOve task, and lag type:

Open quesOons remain as to what aspects of speech and
co-speech gesture are coordinated, and how, and why…

Hypothesis (a)
• Prosodically prominent regions did indeed show high speech to
co-speech gesture correlaOon.
• Not all phrase edges showed high correlaOon.
• Among prosodically marked regions, speech turn ends had
notably highest correlaOons
• especially for the DemonstraOon task.

Hypotheses:
a) Speech and gesture are closely coordinated at prosodically important speech
regions, like phrase boundaries and prominence peaks.
b) CommunicaOve tasks diﬀer in the correlaOon paTerns exhibited between
speech and co-speech gestures.

Hypothesis (b)
• CorrelaOon diﬀered by communicaOve task, but …
• Preference and SelecOon tasks had more consistent correlaOon values than
DemonstraOon, indicaOng that speech/gesture coordinaOon may be stronger
when co-speech gestures are less complex.

2. Methods
Elicitation: Three unscripted communicative tasks designed to elicit distinct
varieties of co-speech gestures: Demonstration, Preference, and Selection

Other general observaEons:
• CorrelaOon values are unexpectedly low around amplitude prominence peaks
and unexpectedly high in prosodically unmarked (elsewhere) regions.

Data: Speech acoustics (and unanalyzed EMA kinematics) and 2-D hand movement
kinematics for 6 right-handed speakers
Prosodic Regions:
• ±200ms around Phrase edges, including speech turn edges (i.e. start/end)
• ±200ms around acoustic amplitude extrema (PromPeaks) within speech-turns
• Prosodically unmarked ‘Elsewhere’ regions (>15ms)

•

Speech turn end regions appear to be more crucial regions for speech-gesture
coordinaOon than speech turn start regions or (turn-internal) phrase boundaries.

Future consideraEons:
• Other signal pairings—e.g. pitch track, speech arOculator kinemaOcs, or hand
movement displacement—with speech may prove of interest.

Analysis: Correlation Map Analysis (CMA) to assess coordination between RMS
amplitude of speech signal and tangential velocity of right hand movement
Three user-defined parameter settings for calculating correlation in CMA:
•
•
•

4. Discussion

• Shorter lags may prove of interest.

Correlation window size !, affecting granularity of correlation measure
Lag between signals, i.e. temporal offset range (±1s)
Filter direction: bi-directional (both past & future samples considered) or
uni-directional (only past samples considered)

• Other types of communicaOve tasks, which may elicit other types of co-speech
gestures, may prove of interest.
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5. Conclusions
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• Prosodic Region:
• Higher posiOve correlaOon means in speech turn ends,
prominence peaks, and elsewhere regions
• CommunicaEve Task:
• PosiOve correlaOon in Preference and Selec:on tasks is more stable than in
Demonstra:on task.
• Lead-Lag:
• No consistent lag paTern that holds across all tasks or that holds across all
prosodic regions.

• What: Research on the relaOon of speech and co-speech gesture beneﬁts from a
quanOtaOve assessment of coordinaOon.
• How: QuanOtaOve aspects of coordinaOon between manual gesture movement
and acousOc amplitude vary by prosodic region, communicaOve task, and lag
between signals.
• Why: Turn-end result may highlight the importance of speech to co-speech
gesture coordinaOon for felicitous interpersonal interacOon, perhaps by
indicaOng a willingness to exchange the conversaOonal ﬂoor.

